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"Shake, shake baby. Do what it do."

These statements speak to me on a personal level. Thank you, OG Marco. I will now show you that I'm a freak to your twerk provoking song. This track is what your typical club is playing, but that doesn't mean it's bad. I genuinely enjoyed this song from the very beginning of the beat (AND BY THE WAY THE BEAT IS SUPER SICK). The part at 1:10 is my favorite. It sounds one of the popular hiphop club songs that were around in the late 90s-early 2000s. Overall, I can groove to it.

Sounds Like:
early 2000s hiphop
Sounds Like:
a more clubby version of Fetty Wap??

Recommended Tracks:
1 Do What It Do: Upbeat, club rap. It's definitely a twerk song
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- Club/ Twerk Rap [1]
- Dance Hip-hop [2]
- Hip-Hop [3]